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one of the things that has always bothered me the nest is that despite its antis* in vertical projection the magic bullet could never have performed its duties in the horizenbal projection either. 
the skate:hes above are a plan view of what the report says happened -bat of course it also weasles ent of this by saying that the alinement was only lindieativot and notleenclusivelthat the bullet did its work as stated 

however Commission Exhibits 889, 891, 893, 895 and 902*  as printed in my Banton Book edition of the Report do everything they eon to make the alinement eenolusive*  but tel eertaia. 
granted wy sketch may be ismocuitate and full of artisitie license wy point in writing to you is that the phategraphs which made this align-ment seem so real and plausible must be faked sad I thought perhaps this was a lead whisk yen could pursue -- of sours* yen have plenty of time etc etc 
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